State FFA Officer Biography and Information
Name: Mia Arisman
Office: State Secretary
FFA Chapter: Galt
Family: Cherie Arisman (Mother), Gabriel Arisman (Father),
Kaili Arisman (Sister), Jacob Arisman (Brother)
SAE: Throughout high school, I raised a market lamb and
market hogs for the Sacramento County Fair. Additionally, my
school years were spent working at our school’s student run,
small animal cooperative- Warrior Grown.
CDE/LDE Participation: Best Informed Greenhand,
Parliamentary Procedure, and Agriculture Issues Forum
Favorite FFA Memories: Some of my most vivid memories come from early morning car rides
to competitions, striking conversations with complete strangers at conferences, late night
study sessions with teams, and laughing a ton. FFA enabled me to connect with peers that I
wouldn’t have been able to otherwise, and I’m grateful for the experiences it has given me.
Future Plans: In the Fall of 2021, I will be attending California State University, Chico to
major in Agriculture Sciences and Education, eventually becoming an ag teacher. I hope to
continue my role in shaping the industry and students for years to come.
Message: This year has been a joy. It’s not anything that we could have predicted, but I’m
grateful for the ways in which we’ve come together to maximize experiences for all. I’m
stoked to continue to meet my fellow members in California FFA and learn more about an
industry that puts food on our tables. When I’m not reppin blue and gold, you can catch me
chillin in a hammock reading a book, jamming out to some music, cocooned in blankets
napping, searching for a new place to adventure, or chatting it up with friends. I’m looking
forward to creating more wonderful memories throughout my time in this blue jacket.
Contact: MArisman@californiaffa.org
Instagram: CAFFASecretary

The California FFA Association founded in 1928 serves more than 90,000 California
high school students and strives to make a difference in their lives by developing
their potential for premier leadership, personal growth and career success through
career technical education.

